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Greek and French Elections Cloud Euro Outlook
HIGHLIGHTS
• Recent round of elections

in Greece and France
reveal new obstacles for
European Union austerity
measures; uncertainties
creating volatile global
markets
• Corporate earnings

Based on developments since our last newsletter, it looks as though markets are prepared yet
again for a familiar about-face. Just as we saw in the springs of 2010 and 2011, European
concerns and weakening stats here at home seem to be quashing early-year optimism. As with
Greece, Italy and Spain’s fiscal struggles have been getting increased coverage, as they should
since each has at least five times the amount of debt as Greece. Further, the European Central
Bank has indicated that the region’s growth prospects look increasingly grim.
At the risk of piling on, Greek and French election results call into question the sustainability of
austerity measures, which have been critical to any periodic easing of global concerns. At this
writing, Greece has so far failed to establish a unified government coalition, and France’s Francoise

season strong as upside

Hollande unseated incumbent president Sarkozy with a campaign railing against staunch austerity.

surprises outnumbered

Without a compromise between the EU’s austerity/bailout strategy and constituents’ increasing call

disappointments by

for increased spending to foster growth, the Eurozone may struggle to keep its current coalition in

almost 2.5-to-1; better-

tact. We will be closely monitoring how the Eurozone addresses these risks; however, we believe

than-expected news

that downside risks have expanded since the start of 2Q.

overshadowed by
negative Eurozone

Here at home the Fed continues to focus on serious headwinds still tempering a successful

developments

recovery and likely to warrant a low rate environment into 2014. Despite hints of optimism earlier in

• Muni supply manageable
given expected
reinvestment activity;
Euro concerns supporting
demand for quality
assets; Caprin
maintaining positive
outlook for Munis
• Caprin continues to

the year, recent unemployment and growth indicators have been unimpressive. The housing
market remains in its suppressed state, with prices bouncing along lows for almost three years, and
job growth appears to be stalling despite a positive trend earlier this year. We believe the recent
unemployment rate’s decline is misleading (now down to 8.1%), largely a result of a drop in the
participation rate within the labor force, not true job growth.
The one true bright spot in April came with overall positive corporate earnings: upside surprises
outnumbered downside disappointments 2.46-to-1. US earnings looked better than expected and
outperformed 4Q 2011 earnings to boot. However, as the earnings season drifts farther into the
rear view mirror, risk to the US equity market remains dependent upon how events unfold across

position portfolios slightly

the Atlantic. All told, the murkier economic outlook seems to be pushing investors into higher

long of each strategy’s

quality assets – equity performance has moderated and US Treasury yields are now hovering near

respective benchmarks,

their lowest point since January.

taking cue from
accommodative Fed

Muni Market Dynamics
Manageable new Muni supply and the return of the “risk-off” bias continue to drive the market.
Since the second week of April, the 30-day visible supply has dropped by almost 50% according to
Bond Buyer, and projections for reinvestment activity, e.g. money from interest and principal
payments that will likely be reinvested, in the coming two months far outweighs supply expected
over the same period – reinvestment amounts are projected in the $60 billion range while the
current 30 day visible supply number sits just below $10 billion. Furthermore, Lipper reported its
22

nd

rd

straight week of net inflows into Muni bond mutual funds on May 3 , also highlighting the

continued strong demand for bonds.
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Figure 1. Bond Buyer 30-day Visible Supply (in mlns) since 1/1/12
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Munis’ move to lower yields in March and April has also shrunk the yield difference between higher
and lower quality sectors. Starved for yield anywhere they can find it, Muni investors are pursuing
higher yielding bonds from the healthcare, power, education, airport and housing sectors at a fast
clip. From February 1st through April 30th, the Barclay’s BAA-rated Muni Index outperformed the
AAA curve by more than 200 basis points (2.00%).
The outlook for the next 30-60 days in the Muni space is quite positive. Supply looks very
manageable given the expected reinvestment activity through June and the increasing demand for
safer assets as the economy shows signs of cooling. Yields relative to taxable bonds remain
attractive, continuing to support crossover purchasing. Muni fund inflows may be down from their
January and February highs, but they are still very strong. Moving forward, we expect a firm Muni
market, but any sudden increase in supply or an unexpected improvement in the US economic
outlook would cause us to get defensive.

Caprin Portfolio Strategies
Across strategies, Caprin continues to manage durations slightly long of benchmarks in light of our
current outlook and in response to the accommodative Fed, which reaffirmed its low-rate
commitment for the foreseeable future and left its target rate unchanged (0-0.25%) at its last
meeting.

Intermediate Muni (IM)
We continue to seek yield enhancement opportunities through selective purchases of new issue
and secondary offerings in the power, healthcare, housing, airport, and education sectors.
However, we emphasize prudent security selection and repeat what has become our unofficial
mantra: “Know what you own.” Our slightly long duration profile has helped us keep pace during
the recent market flight to quality. Additionally, longer-dated maturities in portfolios outperformed
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shorter ones because of the supply and yield focused drivers addressed above. As of this writing,
long end ratios still appear attractive and continue to exhibit outperformance at the start of May.

Intermediate Taxable (IT)
We remain overweight select industrial, utility and finance issuers. Corporate credit strength
remains robust, and with recovery not a near term likelihood, we have yet to see a return to
aggressive, shareholder-friendly behaviors. The bank and finance sector remains the most volatile
and will share a seat on the roller coaster ride with the equity market as global risks unfold;

“The bank and

regulatory uncertainty and the unknown cost of compliance also remain wild cards that impact our

finance
sector
	
  

and finance, focusing on the highest quality names with shorter maturities than in other corporate

remains the most

adjusted value opportunities across the maturity spectrum.

volatile and will share

Short Maturity Muni (SMM)

a seat on the roller
coaster ride with the
equity market as
global risks unfold.”

view and positioning for the sector. We therefore are managing a more defensive position in bank
sectors. In addition to corporate debt, taxable municipal securities continue to offer attractive risk-

The rate environment at the front of the Muni curve remains challenging. We are committed in our
pursuit of strong, liquid yield opportunities in the construction of diversified portfolios. Active
secondary market trading has allowed us to uncover occasional opportunities to add above market
yield to accounts. SMM portfolios continue to look to the same sectors as the IM strategy for
augmenting overall yield characteristics.

Low Duration Taxable (LDT)
While agencies currently provide the main liquidity and ratings-enhancement vehicle, we
opportunistically purchase corporate debt offering attractive yields on a risk-adjusted basis.
Furthermore, taxable and even traditional Munis provide us with a great tool for boosting income in
LDT portfolios, allowing us to leverage our Muni research and trading expertise to the benefit of our
taxable investors.

	
  

